Danes crush Plattsburgh in SUNYAC opener

By Dick Nason

The Albany State University basketball team was victorious in the SUNYAC opener on Wednesday by beating Plattsburgh College, 93-66. The Danes improved their overall record to 2-1 with the win. The Danes had not played a game without their junior center, Andrew Pivnick, who missed last week's game with a lower back injury. Pivnick returned to action Wednesday and scored 15 points off the bench.

The Danes took the lead in the first half and never looked back, outscoring the Cardinals 53-30 in the opening half. The Danes outrebounded Plattsburgh 28-17 in the game and held Plattsburgh to just 25% shooting from the field.

Senior forward Mike Gallo scored 14 points in the victory over Plattsburgh.

College women face classroom discrimination, study reveals

By Ken Mauer

Albany's women students experience a "chilly climate" in college classrooms, according to a recent study. "I'm not sure if a teacher is being mean to me or if they are just being hard on me," said one female student.

The study, which was conducted by the Department of Psychology at SUNY Albany, found that women students face discrimination in the classroom. The study's findings are consistent with previous research that has shown women to experience discrimination in various settings.

The study's authors recommend that more women be included in the research on gender discrimination. They also suggest that future research should focus on the experiences of women of color.

Tight budget forces SUNY to limit allocation of state funds

By Michael D. Denny

With New York State's financial situation in crisis, the State University of New York (SUNY) is considering reducing its allocation of state funds.

"We must cut back on our spending," said SUNY Chancellor Robert L. Johnson. "We cannot continue to allocate funds beyond what we can afford." The Chancellor noted that SUNY's budget is facing a significant reduction due to the state's financial crisis.

The move is expected to affect all SUNY campuses, with reductions in a variety of areas including academic programs, research, and infrastructure.

SUNY is considering a number of options to address the financial difficulties, including cost-cutting measures and increased efficiencies.

Council reps debate roll-call ballots after illegal voting

By Holden O'Neal

The Capital Region Council for Action (CRC) debated the use of roll-call ballots after a recent incident raised concerns about the validity of the votes.

Council member Mike Corso said that roll-call ballots are necessary to ensure accurate voting. "Voting by roll-call is the only way to ensure that every vote counted," he said.

However, other council members expressed concern about the time and resources required for roll-call ballots. "I don't think it's practical," said Council member Dan Robb. "It's too time-consuming and bureaucratic."
Economic growth hampered

A group of prominent economists predicted that the two percent annual growth rate would mean job layoffs and the government to withhold the wages from student loan recipients, the government to increase the taxes on the wealthy, and the government to increase the amount of money that must be borrowed by students to bridge the gap between the cost of education and the amount of money that they can earn.

Corning transferred to ICU

The United States has charged that the Soviets had used guerrillas in Afghanistan and had supplied such weapons to the PLO. The U.S. is not interested in helping the PLO, which the Soviets have been supplying.

U.S. panel releases report

The U.S. panel released a report stating that the PLO has every right as the representative of the Palestinian people to negotiate with Israel for peace. The panel also stated that the PLO is a minority of the Palestinian people and that the PLO does not represent all of the Palestinian people.

Nakhalit urges Palestine freedom at any cost

The PLO has every right to negotiate with Israel for peace. The PLO is a minority of the Palestinian people and that the PLO does not represent all of the Palestinian people.
'Business as usual' in bars despite new 19 law

By Michael Byron

Graduate study in public history and preservation in SUNY. According to Dr. Robert Binney, the public history program has the only available degree program in public history in the Northeast, and it has received recent approval from SUNY. It is administered by the Department of History.

The program, which should be initiated by the fall 1982 semester, is designed to teach students about the profession of public history, including its theory, methods, and practice.

The program's founders, including Professor Robert Binney, have designed the program to be flexible and adaptable to the needs of students with diverse backgrounds.

The program provides both theoretical and practical training, with students completing thesis or capstone projects. The program also offers opportunities for internships and fieldwork.

The program is unique in the Northeast, and it is the only program of its kind in the state.
FOR THE STRAY CATS
CONCERT THIS FRIDAY
DECEMBER 10

would like to announce the DRONGOS will be the opening act.

IN ADDITION:

1. **THE SHOW IS SOLD OUT:** there will be absolutely no tickets available on the night of the show. Listen to TBI dance to win tickets, for purchase. I Age 25* will be the opening act.

2. **Doors will open approximately 8:00 P.M.**

3. **There will be beer served.**

AND

THERE WILL BE NO CAMERAS, TAPE RECORDERS OR ANY ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES ALLOWED INTO THE BALROOM

---

Wallenberg's fate remains a mystery

V

Boguslaw Twardon, the Polish foreign minister, in his opening address on Monday, March 10, in Brussels, said that the Polish government had received a report from the Polish embassy in Washington, D.C., that Raoul Wallenberg had been found alive in Russia on December 9. The report was based on an anonymous phone call from a woman in Russia who claimed to have seen Wallenberg in a hospital in Moscow.

Twardon said the Polish government had made no official statement but had informed the Organization for European Integration (OEI) and the United Nations. The OEI had asked for confirmation from the Soviet government, which had not yet responded.

Twardon added that the Polish government was still investigating the report and would not make any public statement until further evidence was obtained.

The report was widely regarded as a breakthrough in the long-standing mystery of Wallenberg's fate, who disappeared in 1945 during the Soviet occupation of Hungary. He is believed to have been a Soviet prisoner for many years, and his death was officially declared in 1957.

---

Wallenberg's fate remains a mystery

Wallenberg was born in Sweden in 1906 and was a member of the Swedish parliament. He was deeply involved in the rescue of Hungarian Jews during World War II and was later arrested by the Soviet authorities. He was reported to have been found alive in Moscow in 1957, but his fate remains a mystery.

Wallenberg is widely regarded as a hero and a symbol of courage and sacrifice. His story has inspired countless books, films, and documentaries.

---

Wallenberg's fate remains a mystery

The mystery of Raoul Wallenberg's fate has captured the attention of the world for over 70 years. The Swedish diplomat, who saved thousands of Jews from the Holocaust, disappeared in 1945 and was declared dead in 1957.

In recent years, however, there have been reports of sightings of Wallenberg alive, including a call to the Swedish embassy in Moscow in 2011. The Swedish government has not confirmed these reports, but they continue to investigate.

The story of Wallenberg's life and legacy continues to inspire people around the world, and his story serves as a reminder of the importance of standing up for human rights and justice.
FEAST OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION

WEDNESDAY - DECEMBER 8th
MASSES - 11:15 AM and 4:30 PM
ASSEMBLY - CAMPUS CENTER

THE FOOD CO-OP will be
CLOSING on
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1982
at 4 PM

We are in full stock of everything...
This is your last chance to
STOCK UP FOR FINALS!!
Members: Refunds this week.
Have a good vacation and see you next semester.
**Images Unlimited**

*Meghan Greer Taylor*

On a sunny day, a woman stands in a park. She is looking at a small child playing on the grass. The woman has a smile on her face and seems to be enjoying the day. The child is happy and carefree, running around and playing with a ball.

John DeMaio

Once upon a time, in a small town by the sea, there was a young woman who dreamed of becoming an actress. She spent her days practicing her lines in front of a mirror, while her family thought she was putting on costumes for a school play. One day, she received a call from a casting agency, asking her to come in for an audition. It was for a role in a movie that would make her dreams come true.

**March Of The Movies**

**Distributor**: Hollywood. - As usual, the top earner of the year is Star Wars. According to box office records, the film has grossed over $500 million worldwide, breaking all previous records. The Academy Awards will be held on March 1st. There are a few interesting entries on the list. It seems like the season is for the action films.

**From 20th Century Fox:**

*The Great Barbosa* - The swashbuckling tale of a young pirate who falls in love with a beautiful girl. The film is directed by Richard Attenborough and stars Johnny Depp and Penelope Cruz.

*The Philadelphia Experiment* - A time-traveling adventure where a group of scientists discover a way to travel back in time to the past. The film is directed by Steven Spielberg and stars Tom Hanks and Robert De Niro.

**From Warner Bros.:**

*Superman* - The classic superhero movie returns to the big screen with a new cast and a fresh take on the story. The film is directed by Christopher Nolan and stars Henry Cavill and Amy Adams.

**From Universal:**

*The Exorcist* - The classic horror movie is being remade with a new cast and a fresh take on the story. The film is directed by James Wan and stars Emily Blunt and Jeremy Renner.

**From Paramount:**

*The Godfather* - The definitive gangster movie is being remade with a new cast and a fresh take on the story. The film is directed by Martin Scorsese and stars Al Pacino and Robert De Niro.

**From Columbia Pictures:**

*The Last of the Mohicans* - The classic adventure film is being remade with a new cast and a fresh take on the story. The film is directed by Martin Scorsese and stars Leonardo DiCaprio and Russell Crowe.
Not for love nor money

For the past year, our advertisements for foreign services and intelligence agencies have been accepted by this paper. We have received offers from these agencies to place their advertisements in our paper, and we have refused them. We believe that such advertisements are not in the best interests of our readers. However, we have been asked to reconsider our position, and we have agreed to accept the advertisements from these foreign agencies. We believe that the advertisements from these foreign agencies will not influence our editorial stance, and we will continue to publish our opinions and views without bias.

Robert Martiniano

COLUMBIA

Rehumanizing America

The concept of human rights is often misunderstood and misapplied. It is important to remember that human rights are universal and should be respected by all nations and individuals. The United Nations has established a framework for the protection of human rights, and it is up to each nation to ensure that its citizens are protected.

As a student and a member of the Central Council, I feel compelled to address some of the concerns raised in our recent editorial. The Central Council is a body that represents the interests of students, and it is important to ensure that its actions are fair and just.

The Central Council is responsible for making decisions that affect the lives of Columbia University students. It is important to ensure that these decisions are made in the best interest of the students and that they are made transparently.

In regard to the recent decision to have a roll-call vote during the executive meeting of the Central Council, I believe that it was necessary to ensure that the vote was fair and just. The Central Council is composed of students, and it is important to ensure that their voices are heard in the decision-making process.

The Central Council is responsible for making decisions that affect the lives of Columbia University students. It is important to ensure that these decisions are made transparently and that they are made in the best interest of the students.

The Central Council is responsible for making decisions that affect the lives of Columbia University students. It is important to ensure that these decisions are made transparently and that they are made in the best interest of the students.
For Sale:

- Frame, mattress, & box spring, and furniture for sale: Bed—Including small desk. Call Lorl at 438-1897.
- "Tan, VT, hurl," 9-9/ Tu.-M. 94; Sat. 9-4.
- HMSI RUBBER SHOES—Children's holiday products available too!
- Waterproof—Iniu.
- TIMBERLAND BOOTS—JACKETS
- JANUARY SKI BREAKS—WINTER RECREATION
- ANGELA WINTER WALKS WINTER WALKS WINTER WALKS
- For Brochure—For JOSTEN'S

Services:

- Typing—Term papers/dissertation. Call 489-2991, evenings call 371-2627.
- Typing—Excellent work. 90¢ per double spaced page. Typing done in my home. Days call 369-52.
- Typing—Excellent work. 90¢ per double spaced page.
- Word Processing Service: Term papers, 64K machine. Includes all necessary software. Call 456-0908.
- Auditions for L’il Abner Dec. 8 & 9, 7-10 pm. Joe—I got your letter; who are you?

Jobs:

- Jobs: Stray Cats Tickets. Call Angela 458-9418.
- Jobs: Stray Cats Tickets. Call Angela 458-9418.
- Jobs: One female to complete a room. Angela 458-9418.
- WANTED: Roommates. To share a roommate and roommate. Obvious aerobics instructor or the best. Steve or Scott 7-4692.

Wanted:

- Wanted: one female to complete a roommate and roommate. Obvious aerobics instructor or the best. Steve or Scott 7-4692.
- Wanted: Stray Cats Tickets. Call Angela 458-9418.
- Wanted: one female to complete a roommate and roommate. Obvious aerobics instructor or the best. Steve or Scott 7-4692.

Lost/found:

- Lost/found: For Brochure—For JOSTEN'S
Got the Pre-Final Blues?

Call MIDDLE EARTH:
457-7800

We Can Help With:
RELAXATION TRAINING
STUDY SKILLS
TIME MANAGEMENT

AND...

WE CARE
CALL US

Danes cop Ithaca Tourney

John Dieckelman, center
Dan Crouther, guard
Tod Hart, forward
Jamie Frank, guard
Fain Hackney, forward
Tournament MVP

Mike Gatto, forward

1982 Ithaca Invitational
All-Tournament Team

John Dieckelman, center
Dan Crouther, guard
Tod Hart, forward
Jamie Frank, guard
Fain Hackney, forward

Tournament MVP
Mike Gatto, forward

Albany
Albany
Ithaca
Ithaca
Middlebury

The Danes, led by a dominant 21-point performance by center John Dieckelman and a 15-point effort by forward Mike Gatto, took their second win of the season by defeating the Bombers, 74-61. The Danes took control of the game early, using a quick 11-3 run to open the game. The Danes continued their hot shooting, sinking 21 of 36 shots from the field and hitting 9 of 10 free throws. The Danes took a 15-point lead at the half and never looked back, outscoring the Bombers 43-30 in the second half.

Mike Gatto, the Tournament MVP, led the Danes with 21 points and 13 rebounds. He was followed closely by Dan Croutier with 22 points and 5 rebounds. Jamie Frank also contributed 5 points and 5 rebounds.

The Danes are now 2-0 in the 1982 Ithaca Invitational and are poised for a good shooting game. They have enjoyed a great start to the season, as they look to continue their hot shooting.

We Support Education

WE SUPPORT EDUCATION

Take off:
10%

Gene Tax; degreese/Any extermin for any pest/Leather & matching luggage (small or large striped)
20%

Boots & Shoes; Goggles
All gift packed socks/Bag of polypropylene underwear (men's)
50%

Women's Dress, Swimwear

We've already reduced everything else!

Tennis Balls $2.38 each

Canvas Laundry or Gym Bag $5.95
Shirts for any sport $9.95
Log or Sport Bag $4.95
Nike Sneakers $33.00

Reversible Speedo Suits $64.95

Italian Women Cotton Warm-up Suits $33.95

POLY & Triacetate Nails Warm-up suits $46.95

All Types of bags, Gifts, Cards, Accessories For The Athlete In Your Life!
Pay less on Lark Introductory Special

Must have School I.D.
(offer runs Dec 7-12)

Spectrum
AUDITIONS
for
State Quad’s Production
of
LIL’ ABNER
DECEMBER 8th & 9th 7-10 PM
STATE QUAD FLAGROOM
Please come in dance clothes.
Prepare one song to sing.

FLORIDA FOR THE NEW YEAR
December 29-January 5, 1983
* Departs from SUNYA
* Round Trip Motor Coach Transportation
* Five Nights Deluxe Accommodations
* And ALL of the Following Admissions
  * Disneyworld
  * EPCOT Center
  * SeaWorld
  * The Florida Festival
  * Daytona Beach

For further details call
Crawford Tours of Albany at 869-7850.

DO YOU WANT TO PREPARE FOR A GOOD JOB IN INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS?

The M.A. in Labor Relations offered at Indiana University of Pennsylvania is a program designed for students from a variety of academic disciplines who want to become involved in the rapidly growing field.

Our degree encompasses the study of labor law, labor history, collective bargaining, and human resources management, as well as public sector labor relations. We provide the professional training needed for entry into this exciting field.

Graduates are highly sought after by employers in business, government, and labor organizations.

For further information, complete the form below and send to:

The Graduate School
Bright Hall, IUP
Indiana, PA 15735-1081

Name.
Street Address.
College/University and Major.
Degree and Year.

STUDENT DISCOUNT

Chuck Tlapudan

CONTINENTAL MOTORS
FOREIGN CARS
Sales & Service
Domestic Car Service

123 Main St.
Albany, NY 12222

462-1251

QUALITY COLLISION
Papa’s E. 88th St.

484-0600

Papa’s E. First Ave.

344-0600

Best Food and Fine Apparel. Great Atmosphere and absolutely perfect price. We will also enter your name for a free trip to Havana.

STUDENT DISCOUNT

Chuck Tlapudan’s Continental Motors
243 Main St.
Albany, NY 12210

462-1251

10% discount coupon for anything other than insurance

IN-HONDA•SUBARU•PIUCOT*

1976 90 Mitter Lite Bottles

17 New Scotland Ave. Albany

75 Mitter Lite Bottles

10-12.50 10-12.40 Draughts

10-12.40

ON CONDITIONING SERVICE

NTINENTAL MOTOR CAR CO.
(around the corner from O’Heany’s)

1975 90 Mitter Lite Bottles

10-12.50 10-12.40 Draughts

10-12.40

VOLV.'• VAULTS• A/O• Vw.KSWAGEN VW.IIICLES*Rl
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Relayers lead women swimmers

By Marge Benvenuto

The Albany State women's swimming team gained a fifth place finish in last weekend's McGill Invitational meet in Montreal, Quebec.

"The team did very well considering the poor weather," said head coach Joe Shore.

"We didn't swim too badly considering our poor performance," said Shore.

The team did very well considering the poor weather," said head coach Joe Shore.

"What makes me optimistic is that every time we don't swim too badly considering our poor performance," said Shore.

Other noteworthy performances included junior Karen D'Oriano's 3:14.88 in the 200-yard freestyle and Shelia Fillprest's record-breaking 1:18.29 in the 400-yard individual medley.

"What makes me optimistic is that every time we don't swim too badly considering our poor performance," said Shore.

The 400-yard freestyle relay team consisting of Karen D'Oriano, Shelia Fillprest, Sue Kelly, and Ellen Gotlieb broke the school record with a time of 3:43.22.

"What makes me optimistic is that every time we don't swim too badly considering our poor performance," said Shore.

The FTD Holiday Glow® Bouquet of Fresh Flowers $39.95 includes:

- 10 Stems
- Hand-Tied Bouquet
- Free delivery to the Capital District
- Available for nationwide delivery

THURWAY HOUSE

You're gonna love us!

459-3100
1375 Washington Ave.

NON-EVENT WEEKEND

Special Rate

Monday Special

Double Room

$99

$249

Lunch on 5 Specials

Drink Special

Sandwich

5% OFF BANQUETS

MOUNT SNOW VERMONT TOURS

"Presents"

Ski Semester

College Ski Weeks

$119.00 per person

Quad occupancy

hold space

Special Rate

$175.00 per person

FAVE OF IIE SEASON

COLLEGIATE SKI WEEKS

MOUNT SNOW VERMONT

802-462-2076

Sandwich

459-3100

THE SPECIALS

Specials

FREE PARKING IN THE WELLINGTON GARAGE

ON Howard Street when you tell "Saloon" sign is up.

PROMINENT FEATURES

- Beautifully appointed guest rooms
- Full service bar and lounge
- Breakfast included in room rate
- Fresh flowers in your room every day
- Complimentary shuttle service to town
- FREE PARKING IN THE WELLINGTON GARAGE
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The Danes will face the stiffest test of the season, as they travel to Boston University for the Terriers' season opener. The Terriers are looking to avenge last season's loss to the Danes, who beat them in the East Coast Invitational. After a 2-0 start to the season, the Danes' record was tarnished by a 21-13 loss to the Terriers. The game was played in Providence, Rhode Island, and featured a packed house.

Joe DeMeo said about the Danes, "We were a much better team tonight, with a 21-13 victory. Mike played a great game for us, and we were able to score eight consecutive points during that stretch." He also credited the Danes' defense for holding CSR scoreless for the final 4:06 of the game. O'Malley had 21 points to lead the Albany attack. "Everyone was very happy and pleased with the performance of the team," said DeMeo. "We were patient on the offense and we got good shooting and good rebounding."
Albany captures Ithaca Tournament

By Marc Haggel

Albany, N.Y.

The last time the Albany State Credit Union held a tournament away from University Gym was nearly two years ago in the SUNYAC. One week from now an Albany opponent nearly did the same thing.

That opponent, the senior forward from Union College, was a star named Mike Gatto who provided the high point in Friday's winning second place finish in the Capital District Tournament. The Danes lost by 12 points, but Albany had won the tournament.

Mike Gatto

Gatto had 14 points in Albany's first-round win over the Mid-Hudson College, which Albany also won 86-53. Indicative of Gatto's scoring ability, he netted eight points in the first eight minutes of the game.

The last four games have seen the return of Dickelman, a senior named Mike Gatto who provided the heroics. For the Albany State basketball team.

The last four games have seen the return of Dickelman, a senior named Mike Gatto who provided the heroics. For

Road tournament victory relieves long drought

By Marc Schimme

Albany, N.Y.

At the end of every tournament the players have this in common, the final handshake with the opposition. It is a tradition that is the hallmark of the game.

Playing in the Danes' victory over the Union College, was a star named Mike Gatto who provided the heroics. For the Albany State basketball team.

The last four games have seen the return of Dickelman, a senior named Mike Gatto who provided the heroics. For

Drug deal robbery on quad ends in 3 arrests

By Dorothy Knight

Three men have been arrested in connection with the robbery of a drug deal on the quad early Monday morning.

The men, identified as Dwayne Williams, 25, of 123 Livingston Avenue, Albany, when he turned himself in to the police that a black man in a stocking mask burst into his

Minority hiring in SUNY sink to dismally low

By Anthony Hider

SUNY has set a record for the lowest number of women and minorities hired this year. According to SUNY officials

1982 Percentages of Minorities and Females Employed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUNY</th>
<th>Minority</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUNYA</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNYB</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>22.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: SUNY System Office of Personnel
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